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Drouting Architecture: Improvement of Failure Avoidance Capability Using Multipath Routing

Yasuhiro OHARA†a), Hiroyuki KUSUMOTO†b), Osamu NAKAMURA†c), Nonmembers, and Jun MURAI†d), Member

SUMMARY Failure avoidance capability is a desired feature for telecommunication networks, such as the Internet. However, not all failures can be promptly bypassed on the Internet because routing systems that are responsible for detecting and avoiding failures cannot detect all failures. Consequently, failures can interrupt internet communications for a long time, such as a few hours. This paper proposes a novel routing architecture called Drouting that enables flexible failure avoidance. In Drouting, routers calculate multipaths from a source to a destination by constructing Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) that include all links in the intra-domain network graph. IP packets carry packet tags that are set by the end host. The packet tags are used to select a network path from the multipath routes. In this paper, the failure avoidance property of Drouting architecture is evaluated through comparison with another proposal, Deflection, using simulations. Simulations were performed on inferred and synthetic topologies. Drouting exhibits similar performance with Deflection in terms of the number of nexthops, the number of paths, and the length of paths, while Drouting outperforms Deflection in the probability of success of failure avoidance.
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1. Introduction

Internet communications are disrupted by failures of routers, circuit failures, fibre optic cable cuts, misconfigured routers, software bugs in routers, and many other causes. In general, communication reachability is recovered through the recomputation of alternative routes. Routing systems have the responsibility to detect failures and to recompute alternative routes.

An important problem arises here that there are many cases where the routing system cannot detect the failures, due to its unlimited variety of the causes. For example, malfunctions caused by either hardware or software bugs in the forwarding plane cannot be detected through OSPF Hellos [1] or BGP Keepalives [2]. In case of a failure that cannot be detected by the routing system, it may take a long time (e.g., a few hours) for the network to recover, as the network administrator informed of the failure by users examines and recovers it manually. Although the length of the failure duration depends on the individual network, past studies showed that a small fraction of failures can last more than an hour. In a study at an ISP [3], approximately 20% of failures lasted more than two hours. It is shown in [4], [5] that about 10% of real failures lasted more than 20 minutes, and approximately 5% lasted more than one hour, in the Sprint backbone.

Many methods have been proposed to minimize service downtime, such as multipath routing, IP restoration and path protection (see Sect. 2 for related work). Recently a method called Deflection has been proposed [6]. Deflection constructs a multipath routing on the existing shortest-path machinery and utilizes those roundabout paths when the packet tag is changed by the source host, as explained in Sect. 3.

In this paper we propose a novel routing architecture called Drouting. Drouting simplifies and generalizes Deflection and improves the ability to route around failures. The Drouting architecture consists of two components. First is the multipath route calculation component. The route calculation component computes multipath routes by constructing Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) that include all links in the network. DAGs that include all links in the network have not been studied for the purpose of Internet routing. The second component of Drouting is the tag forwarding framework. The IP packet forwarding procedure is slightly changed to select the actual nexthop from the precomputed multipath routes based on the packet tag. A packet tag corresponds to a network path deterministically without any state management on routers. The tag forwarding component enables end hosts to change a route dynamically, which can be based solely on user preferences.

We evaluated Drouting by comparing it to Deflection using simulations. The comparisons were on: (1) the number of nexthops, (2) the number of paths, (3) the length of paths and (4) the probability of avoiding failures by changing the packet tag. Drouting exhibits similar results with Deflection in the first three points, while in terms of the failure avoidance probability, Drouting outperforms Deflection on most topologies.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related works are given in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3 the Deflection is reviewed as a competitor. In Sect. 4 we describe our architecture and how it works. In Sect. 5 we present the evaluation results and its analysis. This paper is concluded in Sect. 6.
2. Related Work

RON [7], Detour [8] and PlanetLab [9] utilize overlay networks for the purpose of failure avoidance. MPDA [10], MDVA [11] and MPATH [12] are multipath routing algorithms that calculate non-shortest multipaths. They use a condition for the routing metric called the Loop Free Invariant (LFI). FIR [13] computes routing tables per network interface using the previous hop information in the routing calculation in order to improve network availability when transient failures occur. IPRRR [14] explores calculating loop-free alternate nexthops using a routing metric condition similar to LFI. Deflection [6] extends LFI (which is equivalent with what they call Rule-1) and calculates more multipaths depending on the previous hop. It also proposed a packet tag system for end-systems to “deflect” the path upon failures.

Until Deflection, little has been discussed regarding an actual architecture to utilize multipaths for the purpose of failure avoidance.

3. Deflection Architecture

In this section we review the Deflection architecture [6] to understand for later comparison with our architecture. Deflection is akin to multipath routing schemes. It calculates multipaths using the specific conditions of routing metrics and the identity of previous hop in the forwarding of the packet. The nexthop set that forms a loop-free path is called the “deflection set.” There are three conditions of routing metrics for neighbor to decide whether or not the neighbor can be put in the deflection set. The first, called Rule-1, is equivalent to LFI [10]–[12]. Rule-1 calculates only a small deflection set for a router, and the use of a Rule-1 deflection set does not achieve sufficient failure avoidance capability. Hence, the second condition, Rule-2, is made to extend Rule-1 by using the identity of the previous hop. Rule-2 calculates many members in the deflection set, and provide sufficient failure avoidance capability, but it can result in a backtracking path that transit the same node twice. For this reason the path of Rule-2 tends to become longer. To avoid this problem, Rule-3 is introduced with more complex conditions to prevent immediate backtracks in a path.

Among the three rules, Rule-3 is the best solution and is the major competitor with our method, since Rule-1 calculates too few nexthops and Rule-2 calculates unrealistic network paths, which backtrack and transit the same node twice. For this reason, Rule-2 is not considered as a viable competitor in this paper.

Deflection allows the end host to voluntarily try a different path through the network. In Deflection, packet tags are used to switch paths within the multipath set. When the end host detects (or suspects) a failure in the network that the routing system has not yet corrected, it can switch the packet tag and possibly bypass the failure until the network heals itself. If, after changing the packet tag, packets still do not reach their destination, the end host can try another packet tag. Up to ten packet tags are tested; the first five tags to be tested are 1 through 5, then the next five are chosen randomly from the range [6, 1023].

In order for routers not to synchronize with other routers in terms of the forwarding direction for the same packet tag, Deflection proposes to prepare for each router a prime number p from the first primes (e.g. the first 10) greater than or equal to k (where k is the size of the deflection set). Then the router uses p to form n = (t mod p) mod k, where t is the packet tag, and the packet is forwarded to the n-th member in the deflection set. We obey these rules in later simulations.

There are paths that cannot be used in the network, because of the following two reasons. First, two or more routers may choose the same prime number for p. If this condition occurs, the routers will synchronize in terms of selection of the n-th nexthop in the deflection set, resulting in the possibility of non-used combinations of nexthops. Second, because the number of possible tags is 1024, at most 1024 paths can be used for a source-destination pair. If the network has more than 1024 paths in a source-destination pair, those paths greater than the number 1024 cannot be used.

Assuming m and n are the number of links and nodes in the graph respectively, and k is the number of neighbors for a router, complexity for Deflection Rule-3 in a router is that of 3k times Dijkstra’s SPF [15], hence \(O(km + kn \log n)\). Calculation of deflection sets for all routers in the network can be done by one Dijkstra for each router plus one Dijkstra for each case of one link removed in the network graph. Hence, the complexity is \(O((m + n)(m + n \log n))\).

4. Drouting architecture

4.1 Overview

Drouting is similar to Deflection in that both calculate multipath routes and switch a path using a packet tag. Compared to Deflection, Drouting generalizes the specification of the packet tag. In Drouting the packet tag is a random value, while in Deflection choosing specific packet tags is proposed. Another difference is the method of calculating the multipath. Deflection calculates multipath routes by using the identity of the previous hop (incoming hop) of a packet and relations between routing metrics. Drouting does not depend on routing metrics and calculates simple hop-by-hop multipath routes without using the identity of the previous hop.

The route calculation component of Drouting computes multipath routes by constructing Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) that include all links in the network. DAGs that include all links in the network have not been studied for

†Deflection calculates the shortest paths on the graph without link to the nexthop rooting from the nexthop, on the graph without the link from previous hop rooting from the router itself, and on the graph rooting from previous hop.
the purpose of Internet routing.

The tag forwarding component enables end hosts to dynamically change a path based on user preferences. A packet tag is assigned to a network path deterministically without having to maintain any states on routers. The packet tag is randomly chosen. A source host changes its packet tag only when it desires to use another network path. In order to avoid packet reordering and degradation of TCP performance, source hosts are assumed to assign the same packet tag for all the packets in one TCP session.

In the beginning, the source host initiates a communication using packet tag 0. The packet tag 0 is treated as special packet tag that instructs the network to use the default shortest path. The source host is assumed to detect problems on the communication path in some way such as a fixed timer for packet losses or dynamic bandwidth estimation (for methods to detect the bandwidth problems, refer to [16]. This problem is beyond the scope of this paper). Once the source host detects a problem, it randomly chooses a new packet tag, such as 0x159bf. The new packet tag is expected to be assigned to a new communication path, which may stochastically avoid the problem.

Introducing a special packet tag 0 provides the separation of default routing plane and backup routing plane. Although Drouting can be used also for the default routing plane, this paper focuses on the use only in the backup routing plane, in order to compare the failure avoidance property with Deflection fairly. When Drouting is used also for default routing plane, a failure case (a combination of source-destination pair and a failure node, upon which comparisons are based) for Drouting and Deflection would be different, because Drouting's default path may traverse the failure node depending on the value of the first packet tag. (See Sect. 5.5 for the details of the failure avoidance simulation.) Thus the use of Drouting also in default plane makes the evaluation of failure avoidance property by comparison harder, and studying the use of Drouting in default routing plane is left as future work.

In our architecture, a source node can neither predict nor specify in advance which network path will be assigned for its packets. A network path is only randomly assigned to a packet as a result of forwarding the packet with the particular packet tag. However, a source node can specify the same network path for multiple communication sessions to the same destination, by using the same packet tag.

Changing the packet tag enables avoidance of a long failure even if the routing system fails to detect the network failure. If a failure occurs in the network and the routing system can detect the failure, the routing system will automatically recompute network routes, hence altering network paths to avoid the failure, the same as in the existing Internet. A source host can use an alternative path by changing the packet tag, regardless of whether or not the routing system detects (and hence will route around) the failure. By changing the packet tag, the network path which the packet will take may or may not be changed, depending on the randomly generated new packet tag.

Our architecture can be used to minimize perceived network downtime as end hosts do not have to wait for the routing system to finish route recomputations. Furthermore, end hosts can possibly address QoS performance problems by changing the packet tag when the performance of the current path deteriorates. For example, congested links and/or overloaded routers can be avoided to improve QoS performance.

Figure 1 shows an overview of the Drouting architecture. Components modified from the existing routing architecture are shaded. Notice that Drouting is an intuitive extension of the basic multipath routing. Only the routing protocols and packet forwarding engine are slightly changed without adding a significant new complication. The packet tag is assumed to be stored in the IPv6 flowlabel [17], hence no packet format modification is needed. Because the length of the IPv6 flowlabel field is 20 bits, the packet tag has the range [1-0xfffff] in this paper. Changing the packet tag is the task of either application software or a transport protocol such as SCTP [18]. The Routing algorithm in the routing protocol is discussed in Sect. 4.2. The actual design of the routing protocol is beyond the scope of this paper. The packet forwarding framework is discussed in Sect. 4.3.

4.2 Multipath Route Calculation

To guarantee loop-free packet forwarding and that each packet will eventually reach its destination, routes must be calculated such that routes for a given destination construct a DAG that sinks to the destination. Each route corresponds to a directed link in the DAG. By following the next hops of the routes hop-by-hop in the DAG, a packet will eventually reach its destination without any routing loop.

In the Drouting architecture we propose a method to construct DAGs that include all of the links in the network graph, in order to provide the maximum number of alternative paths in hop-by-hop routing. The difference between the DAGs utilized by the existing routing systems and the DAGs that include all links in the network graph is illus-
Both a router and the overall network is each destination. Hence, the complexity of Drouting for is $O(n \log n)$ for the multipath calculation method are given in [20].

Ohara and Imahori propose [20] constructing DAGs using Maximum Adjacency (MA) ordering [21] to make DAGs that have the maximum number of paths to the destination. Drouting employs this method, and the failure avoidance capability.

A DAG that includes all links can be constructed by topological ordering [19] in which nodes are labeled from 1 to $n$ and the links are directed from the higher-labeled node to the lower-labeled node. To construct a DAG that sinks to the destination, labeling is started from the destination node.

Ohara and Imahori propose constructing DAGs using Maximum Adjacency (MA) ordering [21] to make DAGs that have the maximum number of paths to the destination. Drouting employs this method, and the failure avoidance property is investigated through simulations for the first time in this paper. The formal problem definition and proof for the multipath calculation method are given in [20].

The complexity of the MA ordering to calculate a DAG is $O(m + n \log n)$. Each router must calculate all DAGs for each destination. Hence, the complexity of Drouting for both a router and the overall network is $O(mn + n^2 \log n)$.

4.3 Tag Forwarding

An end host randomly chooses the ten tags for Drouting in the range $[1, 0xffffff]$. The network path to be used by a traffic flow will be selected stochastically from the combination of the next hops in all intermediate routers.

In Drouting, packet tags are random values. Based on this random value, and through the random switching of a next hop in the network in the routers, a stochastic selection of a network path for a packet tag is achieved.

Each intermediate router performs a routing table lookup by using the IP destination address as the key (as in the existing Internet). The resulted routing table entry contains multiple next hops to the destination. The router selects the next hop randomly by the packet tag. The assignment of a packet tag to a next hop is performed deterministically, such that: (1) intermediate routers do not need to maintain the state of each traffic flow (i.e., TCP session or IP source-destination pair), and (2) randomly chosen packet tags yield a network path randomly.

We employ a perfect hash function $F_x : U \leftrightarrow U$ ($U$ is the set represents the tag space) which is different for each router $v_x$. The next hop selection is $n = F_x(t) \mod k$ (where $t$ is the packet tag, $k$ is the number of next hops in the routing table entry, and the selected next hop is the $n$-th next hop in the routing table entry). The $F_x$ can be implemented as follows. First, prepare an table $tab[[U]]$ and initialize $tab[i] = t$ for each tag $t \in U$. Next, swap $tab[i]$ with $tab[t]$ of a random index $i$ for each tag $t$.

4.4 Differences from Deflection

A summary of the differences of Drouting from Deflection is described here.

- Deflection limits the number of tags to 1024, hence the number of paths Deflection provides are up to 1024. Drouting limits the number of paths to $0xffffff$–1 (subtracting special default tag 0).
- The prime number chosen by each router in Deflection may synchronize. This leads to unused combinations of next hops, i.e., unused paths. Drouting does not have this problem.
- The methods used to calculate multipath routes are different. The method of Deflection considers relations between routing metrics to calculate multipaths, while Drouting calculates the multipaths with maximum connectivity to the destination. Complexity for a router is $O(km + kn \log n)$ in Deflection, and $O(mn + n^2 \log n)$ in Drouting. This difference comes from the fact that, if a Deflection router has $k$ neighbors, it calculates the routing tree $k$ times, once assuming each neighbor is the previous hop (removed from the graph to avoid immediate backtracking). Hence the complexity of Deflection is parameterized by $k$ (the number of neighbors). In contrast, Drouting decides the routing graph (basically not tree, because it includes all links), for each destination. Hence the complexity of Drouting is parameterized by $n$ (the number of destination nodes). The difference of complexity is hence that of $k$ (more precisely, $3k$) and $n$, and can be deemed to be negligible. Moreover, Deflection requires the memory space to hold the results of each of $3k$ Dijkstra runs to finish the calculation process for a router. In Drouting it is simpler because the result for each destination is independent and the memory used for the calculation of different destination can be released. In summary, the complexities for a router to execute routing calculation in a network in both methods are equivalent to a constant multiple of Dijkstra, and hence they are both realistic and reasonable.

5. Evaluation

5.1 Simulation Environment

We evaluated Drouting architecture by comparing it against Deflection on several topologies using simulations. The topologies were obtained from Rocketfuel [22] and BRITE
The comparisons were done in four aspects: (1) the number of nexthop, (2) the number of paths, (3) the length of paths, and (4) the probability of success in avoiding failures. We compare four cases: Deflect-1, Deflect-2, Deflect-3 and Drouting. The notations Deflect-1, Deflect-2, Deflect-3 indicate Deflection routing Rule-1, Rule-2, Rule-3 in [6] respectively. Deflect-3 is the major competitor, as mentioned in Sect. 3.

Although the results are completely network graph dependent, as for the number of nexthops, the number of paths and the length of paths, we present here the comparison results on the Telstra (AS1221) topology from Rocketfuel. The descriptions and explanations of this section related to the number of nexthops and paths and the length of paths apply only to the Telstra network topology. The results for other topologies are given in Appendix A. The network topology of Telstra is shown in Fig. 3. For the probability of failure avoidance, the results on all topologies are shown. All topologies consist of Telstra, Sprint, Ebone, Exodus, Abovenet, BA-100-invcap and BA-100-minhop. The sizes of the network graphs are shown in Table 1. Telstra, Sprint, Ebone, Exodus, and Abovenet are ISP topologies inferred by Rocketfuel. BA-100-invcap and BA-100-minhop are synthetic topologies generated by BRITE. The routing metric of BA-100-invcap is inversely proportional to the bandwidth. The routing metric of BA-100-minhop is 1 for all links (i.e., minimum hop routing).

5.2 Number of Nexthops

We present the comparison based on the number of nexthops in routes for each source-destination pair in all routers. First, a smaller number of routers that have only one nexthop to the destination is preferred. This is because routers with only one nexthop may become a single point of failure. Next, the distribution where the majority of routers have a small number of nexthops equally is preferred over the distribution where a small number of routers have huge nexthops and others have a few nexthops. This is because it is desired to provide multipaths for greater number of source-destination pairs.

The Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) of the source-destination pair is plotted against the number of nexthops in a routing table entry in Telstra topology in Fig. 4. In the figure, Deflect-2 has the largest number of nexthops. Then, briefly, Deflect-3, Deflect-1 and Drouting follow in the order. Deflect-1 and Drouting have largely similar numbers of nexthop distribution. In Deflect-1, 36.1% of the source-destination pairs have 2 or more nexthop entries. In Drouting, 37.4% have. The result seems to show that Drouting does not calculate enough nexthops to provide sufficient multipaths. However, as shown later in Sect. 5.3, Drouting provides enough multipaths. The fact that Drouting calculates the least nexthops for similar or better performance means that Drouting is more memory efficient than Deflection.

Deflect-3 fails to calculate a non-empty deflection set for 17.9% of the source-destination pairs. This is due to the stub nodes in the Telstra topology and the fact that Deflect-3 does not calculate a backtracking path.

5.3 Number of Paths

This section compares the number of alternative paths between a source and a destination. The number of paths in Deflection was counted by examining tags from 0 to 1024 and counting the unique paths, as was done in [6]. The num-
ber of paths in Drouting is counted by enumerating all possible paths. The numbers of paths counted here represent the actual paths that can be used in each routing method.

Figure 5 shows the numbers of paths for each routing method in Telstra topology with the focused version on the range below 100 paths. Deflect-1 provides only a small number of paths where almost all source-destination pairs have only less than 10 paths. Although Deflect-2 has the largest number of paths, Deflect-2 is not a viable competitor as mentioned in Sect. 3. Deflect-3 and Drouting provide largely similar numbers of paths. It is surprising that even though the numbers of nexthops between Deflect-1 and Drouting is largely the same (Fig. 4), the numbers of paths they provide are completely different. We observe that the route calculation method of Drouting provides a significant number of paths by using a small number of nexthops efficiently.

In Fig. 5, Drouting provides a small number of paths (less than 20) to more source-destination pairs than Deflect-3. This is preferred, because all nodes having a similar number of alternative paths are preferred over the case where only small number of nodes have huge alternative paths. Hence, among viable competitors, Drouting was the best in this case.

5.4 Path Length

Here we compare the length of paths that each routing methods provide. The shorter the length of the path becomes, the better the routing we obtain, since generally a longer path means more communication delay. The average and maximum path lengths in nodes over multipaths for each source-destination pair in Telstra are shown in Fig. 6. For both average and maximum path lengths, the relations between each routing methods are largely the same. Deflect-2 tends to provide longer paths, and the maximum path length is 28 nodes. Drouting provides paths which are significantly shorter than Deflect-2 but yet slightly longer than Deflect-3. For example, the fraction of source-destination pairs that has an average path length of more than 10 nodes is 21.0% in Deflect-3, while in Drouting it is 31.7%. Deflect-1 provides shortest paths in which the length of almost all paths are less than 10 nodes.

In summary, Drouting provides slightly longer paths in Telstra. The length of paths is completely the graph dependent, and it can be very long when Drouting is employed. This is a trade-off for improved failure avoidance capability (see Sect. 5.5).
5.5 Failure Avoidance Simulation

The failure avoidance simulations were done as follows. First, we randomly chose a node to fail. (Additional simulation results for 10 failed nodes are given in Appendix B). Then, for every source-destination pair, we check if the failure node is on the default shortest path calculated by the Dijkstra calculation. For each source-destination node pair that includes the failure node in the default shortest path (this is called “a failure case”), a tag was chosen to see if the retry using the new tag avoids the failed node in forwarding the packet. If the retry did not avoid the failed node, another new tag was tested. At most ten tags were tested. For each failure case, we recorded the number of tags tested before the failed node was successfully avoided. This procedure was executed for each method, Deflection and Drouting, with the same source-destination pair and failure node. We checked 1000 random failure cases for both Deflection and Drouting, and recorded the fraction of failure cases in which the failure was successfully avoided within x tag changes (retries).

Notice that the assumption here is that Drouting is used as a backup routing plane, where the routing plane is constructed separately from the default routing plane. This is just like Deflection, and is done to compare with Deflection fairly. This assumption makes Fig. 1 incorrect in a precise sense, because after the assumption a router has two routing tables, one for default routing and the other for Drouting.

The result of failure avoidance simulations for Telstra and Sprint, Ebone and Tiscali, Exodus and Abovenet, and BA-100- invcap and BA-100-minhop are shown in Figs. 7, 8, 9, 10, respectively. Notice that although actual value increased depends on the individual network, the failure avoidance probability is increased on all topologies. The Drouting improves not only the probability of recovery after ten retries, but also the probability on the first retries.

As for Drouting, the simulation results shown here utilize the retry packet tag range of [0-0xfffff] instead of [1-0xfffff], which is not precisely the same as the expected deployment as backup routing plane in real network. However, the difference is negligible; it is expected that just 1 smaller range of packet tag does not influence the major results of the failure avoidance property.

5.6 Observations

The improvement of the failure avoidance property of Drouting stems from the way MA ordering calculates the multipath on the network graph. MA ordering chooses the node with the maximum connectivity to the node set that has already decided the routes to the destination, in each of its steps. The decision of routes to destination on a node with smaller connectivity is postponed, so that the node can utilize the routes on other nodes with more connectivity later when the node is decided on its routes. This way MA or-
ordering maximizes the minimum connectivity among all the nodes to the destination [20]. This enables a smaller number of nexthops to result in a larger number of paths to the destination using efficient utilization of combinations of the nodes with the small number of nexthops.

The number of paths in Drouting concentrate in lower numbers among all nodes, compared to Deflect-3 (Fig. 5). Deflect-3 distributes the number of paths uniformly among nodes, namely the number of nodes with more paths and with lesser paths are both increased compared to Drouting. This negatively affects the failure avoidance property, since the more nodes with lesser paths, the smaller the possibility to avoid failure at these points.

Deflection methods are based on shortest path routing, considering a smaller routing metric to be better. Hence except Deflect-2 which backtracks, Deflection chooses shorter paths and prunes longer paths. This leads to a relatively smaller number of hops in the paths. On the other hand, Drouting which uses MA ordering, does not consider routing metrics and shortness of paths, and calculates also longer, roundabout paths. The existence of longer roundabout paths appears both in average and maximum path length (Fig. 6).

6. Conclusion

We have presented the Drouting architecture, which enables user-driven change of traffic paths. Users or end hosts can avoid failures even when the routing system fails to detect the failures. Hence Drouting contributes to improving the robustness and reliability of the network.

Simulations showed improved failure avoidance probability compared to the previous work called Deflection. We studied the properties of Deflection and Drouting in four aspects, namely the number of nexthops, the number of paths, the length of paths and the failure avoidance probability. The results showed significant improvement in failure avoidance probability while the other properties are reasonable.

There are a number of beneficial characteristics in the Drouting architecture. First, many multipath routes can be held in a Drouting network and utilized effectively. Many multipath routes are further expected to be used for the purpose of load-balancing and QoS-oriented routing. Second, calculating routes by constructing DAGs that include all links in the network can increase the probability to recover reachability. The probability increases as the network is more redundant. Third, the Drouting architecture is a simple and intuitive extension of the current routing architecture. The simplicity of the Drouting architecture preserves the most beneficial properties of the Internet such as extendability. Last, network administrators in internet service providers can enforce their routing policies by using route filters in constructing DAGs.

The future work is as follows. This paper calculates DAGs in a centralized way. But in practice, the DAGs and
multipath routes should be calculated in a distributed fashion, where each router calculates them independently and autonomously. The distributed algorithm and the protocol for the distributed computation of DAGs are left as future work. Implementation of traffic engineering and QoS routing on top of Drouting have not been addressed. Further simulations employing more complicated user traffic models have to be studied, where many users located across the network change their paths independently.

It is anticipated that the Drouting architecture can be applied also at the inter-domain routing level. Because the Drouting architecture abstracts networks in general graph structures, it can be applied to both the intra-domain level (the nodes are routers) and the inter-domain level (the nodes are Autonomous Systems (ASes)). Many issues, such as designing the new inter-domain routing protocol, are left as future work for the inter-domain routing level. In particular, the multipath routing calculation method used in this paper, MA ordering, is not considered appropriate because it requires the synchronization of the entire topology among all nodes (in other words, synchronization of the entire Internet topology among all ASes). This is not realistic, and hence we will need a new multipath routing calculation algorithm that enables distributed computation and enforcement of AS policies.
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Appendix A: Comparison of Nekthops and Paths

In this section, comparisons of nexthops and paths in some topologies other than Telstra are given. Comparisons of nexthops and paths in Ebene, Tiscali, Exodus and Abovenet are given in Figs. A-1, A-2, A-3 and A-4, respectively. The comparisons in large networks such as Sprint are hard, because calculating the number of path in Drouting involves the enumeration of all paths (see Sect. 5.3), which does not end in polynomial time. Hence, we do not give the comparison on Sprint here.

Notice that in Ebene, Drouting calculates the largest numbers of paths to nodes which exceeds even that of Deflect-2. For average and in maximum path length, Drouting is the longest due to the existence of many long, round-about paths. In Tiscali and Exodus, we observe that the tag forwarding method in Deflection limits the number of paths to 1024, even though there seems to be more possible paths. In Exodus, Drouting exhibits lesser paths despite of similar or better failure avoidance property (Fig. 9), which is simi-
The number of nexthops, paths, average and maximum path length in Ebone.

The number of nexthops, paths, average and maximum path length in Tiscali.

We attribute these results to the characteristics of each routing methods and the graph structures (including the relations of routing metrics).
Fig. A-3  The number of nexthops, paths, average and maximum path length in Exodus.

Fig. A-4  The number of nexthops, paths, average and maximum path length in Abovenet.
Fig. A. 5 The failure avoidance for 10 failures in Telstra (left) and Sprint (right).

Fig. A. 6 The failure avoidance for 10 failures in Ebone (left) and Tiscali (right).

Fig. A. 7 The failure avoidance for 10 failures in Exodus (left) and Abovenet (right).

Fig. A. 8 The failure avoidance for 10 failures in BA-100-invcap (left) and BA-100-minhop (right).
Appendix B: Failure Avoidance Simulation Results for 10 Failed Nodes

Additional failure avoidance simulation results for 10 failed nodes for Telstra and Sprint, Ebone and Tiscali, Exodus and AboveNet, and BA-100-invcap and BA-100-minhop are shown in Figs. A·5, A·6, A·7 and A·8, respectively.
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